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I. INTRODUCTION
The recent discovery of anomalous "monojet" events at the UA1 detector at CERN! has generated an increasing amount of excitement among theorists. These events consist ~f one or more jets and large (~ 30 Ge V) missing transverse energy and are difficult to explain in the context of the standard QCD plus Weinberg-Salam mode1. 2 In the spring of 1983, UA1 found six such events in a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 113 nb·!.! A number of features make these events interesting and pose problems for model builders. The first is the relatively large rates at which these events occur. These events are also unusual in that the jets look different from typical QCD jets -the monojets have low effective masses and low charged track multiplicities.! Also unusual is the comparatively flat missing transverse energy spectra of these events.
In this paper, we analyze the restrictions which these facts place upon any attempts made to explain the monojets. There are many explanations in the literature 2 (supersymmetry, strongly interacting W's, etc ... ) which explain the qualitative features of the data, but some of these run into difficulties when attempting to explain the detailed structure of the monojets. The most natural explanation is in terms of supersymmetry which has classic missing PT signatures. 3 In this paper, we will discuss some alternatives.
We ~ave not found any elegant mod~l which explains all of the features of the data. In Section n, we describe a model in which there exists more than one Higgs doublet. The monojets then result from the resonant production of a charged Higgs boson. It is clear that the 1li"""" -3-couplings of this boson to fermions must be extremely non-standard in order to explain the monojet production rate. Our model, however, ~xplains the flat PT spectra, the low multiplicity, and the low effective mass of the monojets. In the remainder of this introduction, we describe the chain of logic which led us to our model. The simplest example involves the production of the W boson which then decays to e\). The PT m spectrum caused by the neutrino has a Jacobian peak close to Mw'2. If we wish to generate the monojets by a mechanism similar to this, we must produce a particle (Y) as a resonance in parton-parton scattering and then have it decay to a jet plus neutrino(s). The object must have mass at least as large as twice the maximum value of PT m observed. So we will require an object of mass at least 150 GeV. In order to generate enough events Y must couple to quarks with at least electroweak strength.
An alternative involves the production of a pair of new particles which decay into objects which carry off unobserved momenta. The most fashionable example of this type is supersymmetry where photinos carry off the missing momentum. In this case, the PT m spectrum will begin at some value PT 0 , corresponding to the threshold of the new particle production and will then fall rapidly with increasing PT m • (For a specific calculation see Barnett et al. 3 .) In this case, the observed rate of monojets requires that the new particles be produced c:
with rates typical of strong interaction processes. This type of mechanism has been studied in great detail and we do not consider it further.
In order to be useful, the first mechanism must be modified so as to flatten out the Jacobian peak in the PT m spectrum. The simplest way for this to occur is to make the resonance (Y) decay into X + neutrino and then force X to decay into jet(s) + neutrino(s). The transverse momenta carried off by the neutrinos tend to cancel and the peak is smeared out.
As was mentioned above, the multiplicity and the invariant mass of the monojets are rather low; less than that of typical jets of the same transverse momenta at the CERN collider. The explanation of the monojet events in terms of supersymmetry produces events which may have too large a multiplicity.4 This difficulty can be circumvented in the first mechanism if the particle X has a rather low mass since the mass scale M which determines the multiplicity in this case is the mass of X (at least ifY is not strongly interacting).
The least radical scenario which fits these requirements is for Y to be a charged Higgs boson and for X to be the tau lepton or a new heavy To find the physical particles it is convenient to rotate the fields, . We consider two possible couplings of the fermions to the Higgs bosons which illustrate the problems faced when constructing models of this type. In the first model, the charge -i quarks get their mass from couplings to HI and the charge -t quarks get their mass from couplings to H 2 . The Lagrangian coupling the charged Higgs to the fermions is, however, the H2 + will decay preferentially to the heaviest quark. In
Section ill, we see that in order to explain the monojets in terms of
Higgs production it is necessary that the H2 + decay predominantly to T + "T (or LN) and have a large coupling to ud. Hence no model in which the Higgs Yukawa couplings are proportional to the fermion mass will satisfy our purpose.
We consider next an alternate model in which both the charge! 
where A and B are arbitrary 3 X 3 matrices which are not in general diagonal. Since the model ofEq. (2.7) does not follow from a symmetry of the Lagrangian. the parameters of A and B must be fine tuned to avoid problems with flavor changing neutral currents.
One might think that the problems encountered in the two models of Eq. (2.5) and (2.7) could be avoided by adding more SU(2) Higgs doublets. However. in any model with natural flavor conservation the Yukawa couplings will be proportional to the fermion mass. 6 We are led to study models of the type of Eq. (2.7) with all their fine tuning problems.
In Section m, we consider models in which there is more than one -SU(2) Higgs doublet, Ha.
Our approach is to write an effective Lagrangian in which the couplings of the Higgs bosons to the fermions are arbitrary. In a more complete
., We than analyze the model to find the necessary restrictions on the coupling constants in order that the model correctly describe the real world and the mono jet events.
We assume that only one of the neutral Higgs bosons, HNo.
receives a vacuum expectation value. Both the charge -i and charge -1 Higgs, (which is all we are interested in) is.
where di(u) is a charge -t<i) quark. ei(v i ) is a charge -1 lepton (and its neutrino), and i is a generation index. We allow for the possibility of both right-and left handed neutrinos.
We tum now to a numerical study of the effects in hadronic collisions of the Lagrangian ofEq. (2.9).
.
We attempt to explain the monojets as the resonant production of a charged Higgs boson, HI ±, and its subsequent decay to LN. Here N is a neutrino and L is a heavy lepton which we will initially take to be the In Figure 2 , we show the missing energy spectrum for pp + HI ± + ,±\I + (3 charged tracks) \IV. In this figure, the decay matrix element is not included. .7) where N is the number of observed monojets. This criterion will ensure that there is less than one single electron or muon event.
Single electron or muon events will still arise from the decay T + e\lv or T + ll\lV at a rate comparable to that from T + (3 charged tracks) + \I. The spectrum of these single leptons is shown in Figure 3 . In order to obtain the correct number of monojets, the branching ratio HI'" t\l is con trained as in Eq. (3.6). The branching ratio is, Our model has two sources for dijets, the simplest being the QCD process which produces H plus jet as a final state. In a model of this type, it is also likely that HO -> L +L -(or .+·c) would occur at a reasonable rate. This is a potential source of dijets; unfortunately they will be dominantly of the back to back type.
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